
Anna P

Ewa P

Karolina R, Daniel P

Team Competence Summary / Prospecting

10%

39%

76%

99%
Thrives with prospecting and is constantly
looking to maintain a healthy pipeline
Generates leads but does not or forgets to
follow up unless prospects are ready to move
forward right away

Prospects consistently with own initiative
because understands it is necessary to their
success
Prospects regularly as long as can engage in
other sales activities as well
Asks for referrals before has earned prospects'
confidence or at inappropriate times

Prospects when self-esteem is strong and
especially after recent prospecting or sales
successes
Starts prospecting but often gives up after a
few rejections as becomes deflated and
discouraged
Procrastinates as long as possible often finding
other, less productive tasks and busy-work

Prospects when pipeline is empty and there
are no other options
Prospects sense how uneasy prospecting is
for this person making them feel uncomfortable
and guarded
Dislikes prospecting and clearly knows it; may
try to make excuses for not prospecting

Aims to cultivate new business from existing
clients instead of looking for new ones
Avoids prospecting and finds ways to justify
why it is not effective use of time and effort
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Ewa P

Karolina R

Anna P

Daniel P

Team Competence Summary / Qualifying

10%

39%

76%

99%
Qualifies effectively and does not move
forward unless has determined that prospects
are both willing and able to buy
Dismisses prospects too quickly or based on
own preconceptions and overlooks sales
opportunities too hastily

Asks revealing questions about the current
challenges and the financial resources
available to address them
Questions and listens to verify business
potential but on occasion becomes overly
optimistic and proceeds forward too soon
Uses qualifying techniques but occasionally
fails to carefully assess true business potential;
moves forward when should not

Qualifies fairly effectively but not every time; is
prone to move forward when detects
willingness regardless of ability to buy
Remembers the importance of qualifying
effectively but practices it only when pipeline is
low
Attempts to qualify the business potential but
gives up because is concerned that their
questions upset prospects

Qualifies prospects when is consistently held
accountable
Prospects may find qualifying questions
intrusive or irrelevant
Is apprehensive to qualify because is afraid
that sales opportunities will be missed

Shares information about the product/service;
this may possibly result in receiving referrals
Starts the sales process eagerly without
assessing the situation if feels prospects are
willing to participate
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Anna P

Karolina R

Ewa P

Daniel P

Team Competence Summary / Building Rapport

10%

39%

76%

99%
Creates trust and sense of familiarity quickly
and with natural ease
Is prone to form personal relationships with
everyone distracting focus and squandering
time from sales activities

Reads prospects well and adjusts own style to
match their preferences creating open
communication
Enjoys meeting new people and learning about
them; gets side-tracked and forgets the goal
Bonds with prospects but may end up having
conversations instead of moving forward with
the sales process

Recognizes and understands that people buy
from people they like; forgets to consistently
practice effective rapport building skills
Views building rapport as a step in the sales
process and not as an ongoing activity
Finds the initial stages of the sales process
demanding as needs to pay close attention to
express real interest in prospects

Bonds with prospects who share similar
behavioral style traits, not with others
Seems uncomfortable and self-conscious
when trying to relate to prospects
Sees rapport building unnecessary as the
merits of the product/service determine the
outcome

Prospects who share their communication
style find their approach familiar and
comfortable
Appears to be focused on making the sale
without true interest in helping the prospect
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Ewa P

Karolina R

Daniel P

Anna P

Team Competence Summary / Following the Sales Process

10%

39%

76%

99%
Systematically and consistently follows the
sales process; trusts it creates the best results
Is restricted by the process and fails to
recognize prospect's buying signals

Practices and implements the sales process
dutifully but sometimes too literally
Follows the steps in the sales process
effectively when properly prepares for the
sales interaction
Forgets to halt the sales process when
prospects are ready to buy; wants to complete
the steps

Uses the sales process but not consistently;
pressure or perceived need to close the sale
causes them to abandon it
Selects the favorite and most comfortable
parts of the sales process and follows them
only
Knows the sales process but feels it will
restrict their ability to be flexible and appear
relaxed and confident

Follows the sales process if someone holds
them regularly accountable
Gets discouraged when fails to use the
process; may view as a personal failure
Does not believe in sales processes; views
selling as an art, not a skill

Prospects who prefer a very unplanned and
informal approach feel no pressure to move
forward and like it
Believes every sales interaction is so unique
that following the sales process would only
limit success in sales
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Daniel P

Anna P

Karolina R

Ewa P

Team Competence Summary / Goal Orientation

10%

39%

76%

99%
Always has demanding professional and
personal goals and defines the necessary
steps needed to achieve them
Is never satisfied with own performance and
may exhibit frustration and irritation

Has clear and ambitious goals that pursues
with commitment and focus most of the time
Believes goal setting is a must in the pursuit of
success
Sets professional goals; does not always have
the discipline to take the necessary steps to
achieve them

Wants to exceed the goals but may rationalize
shortcomings by externalizing the causes of
not succeeding
Likes the process of setting goals but does not
always clearly define the activities needed to
achieve them
Understands the importance of goal setting but
finds excuses not to set clear, written goals

Sets goals with the help of others; needs
guidance in effective goal setting
Gets discouraged by ambitious goals and
gives up too early; may reset them at lower
levels
Finds goal setting intimidating and
discouraging; tries to procrastinate or avoid it

Is happy with the present state of affairs and
lives for the moment with a carpe diem attitude
Does not set clear and quantifiable goals to
pursue and lacks direction
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Karolina R

Daniel P, Anna P

Ewa P

Team Competence Summary / Gaining Trust

10%

39%

76%

99%
Relates and connects well with prospects and
focuses on understanding their needs
When aiming to please prospects, may get
involved in deals that may not be financially
worthwhile

Politely discusses and leaves prospects with
the impression that they are cared for and
promises will be kept
Empathizes with prospects' needs and aims to
find ways to fullfill them
When trying to be polite, may leave some
important questions unasked and prospects'
opinions unchallenged

Knows how to create a caring impression, but
is also able to challenge prospects
Is able to create a friendly first impression, but
may not have the patience to maintain it with
procrastinating prospects
Is aware of how to create an empathic
impression, but often does not bother to do so
but focuses on facts instead

If the situations requires showing an extra
interest in the prospects' needs, can do so but
prefers to move the sales process forward
Prospects can often notice the lack of need to
be liked and see the sales person's focus on
own goals instead of the prospect as a person
Wants to focus on finding the true needs of
prospects, which requires asking challenging
questions and politely challenging prospects

The unwillingness to please may make them
impersonal but, at the same time, reliable with
what they say
Prospects who want to create a personal
connection (in addition to possibly buying the
product/service) may find them too impersonal
to work with
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Anna P

Ewa P

Karolina R

Daniel P

Team Competence Summary / Controlling the Sales Process

10%

39%

76%

99%
Always sets a clear agenda, time constraints
and expected outcomes for every meeting,
regardless of the stage in the process
May intimidate some prospects who are not
accustomed to having a clearly defined steps
with sales people

Tactfully remains in control of the sales
process maintaining focus on the end-goal
Takes charge of the sales process by gaining
prospect's agreement about what will happen
and what the possible outcomes are
Defines the next steps and expectations but at
times comes across as too blunt making
prospects guarded

Establishes an agreement with prospects
about how to proceed but may give up control
with more assertive prospects
Sets parameters and gets prospect's consent
but forgets to follow the plan
Sometimes has a clear plan in place about
how to proceed; when does not, the prospects
may get frustrated

Needs frequent coaching and reminding to
have a clearly defined plan in place with all
prospects
Wants to set a clear expectations and have an
agreement about the next steps but lets
prospects take over control
Does not believe in setting clear parameters
trusting the process will take its natural course

Lets prospects control the sales meetings
making them feel in control and comfortable;
as a result, they may be willing to establish a
relationship
Views sales meetings as conversations that
will organically lead to somewhere they are
supposed to head
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Ewa P

Anna P

Daniel P

Karolina R

Team Competence Summary / Handling Objections

10%

39%

76%

99%
Views objections as opportunities to reveal
prospects' real challenges and uses them to
help prospects to move the sales process
forward
Is so comfortable handling objections and
stalls that may appear too assertive and
arrogant in handling them

Sees objections as a part of the sales process
and regularly practices how to effectively
handle them
Consistently uses effective responses to the
most common objections but may struggle with
new ones
Occasionally reacts spontaneously to
objections and tries to overcome them without
uncovering the real reasons behind them

Is fairly assured in dealing with objections but
at times appears rehearsed and mechanical
Deals well with initial objections but loses
confidence quite quickly if prospects continue
to express doubts
Hesitates in dealing with objections. Once
regains composure, is able to provide
practiced answers in an attempt to overcome
them.

When feels pressure to succeed, is effective
with the most common objections but fears
that may upset prospects with the responses
Forgets to ask effective questions to
understand the real reasons for an objection;
their answer may make things worse
Appears somewhat nervous and timid when
handling objections making prospects question
the value of the product/service

Maintains a relaxed and agreeable
atmosphere in the sales meeting because is
not likely to challenge the prospect
Tends to find prospects' objections reasonable
and valid and is reluctant to question them;
agrees and gives up
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Karolina R

Ewa P

Daniel P

Anna P

Team Competence Summary / Questioning Effectiveness

10%

39%

76%

99%
Always uses a structured approach to asking
questions to discover true needs and
challenges; helps prospects to self-discover
their pain
When attempting to uncover the real issues,
may ask so many questions that prospects
become slightly frustrated

Typically asks structured questions to discover
if there is a good match between a prospects'
needs and the offered solution
Is comfortable asking well thougth out
questions but sometimes gets sidetracked and
forgets to dig deeper
Presents many questions in an effort to find if
there is a match; at times some of the
questions are irrelevant

Uses questioning techniques when feels calm
and relaxed
Poses planned questions in search of
prospects' needs but stops when first buying
signal appears
Tends to accept prospects' answers as
complete and does not follow-up with
additional questions

If the sales meetings are debriefed regularly by
the sales manager, remembers to use
questions to uncover true needs
Asks very similar questions at most sales
meetings without inquiring deeper to learn
more
Chooses to ask only the "necessary" questions
to avoid the possibility of appearing pushy

Prospects find the sales person unthreatening
because do not have to reveal their real
situation
Asks general questions because thinks more
revealing questions may be upsetting and
intrusive; does not find out the real problems
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Karolina R

Anna P

Daniel P

Ewa P

Team Competence Summary / Active Listening

10%

39%

76%

99%
Seeks to understand the true meaning what
prospects are trying to communicate; observes
body language tonality and specific words
Is so focused on listening that is at times
hesitant to speak; appears distracted

Actively hears what the prospects are
communicating
Is disciplined to be present and focused when
prospects communicate; asks clarifying
questions to verify understanding
Carefully listens to prospects but at times own
views distort the intended meaning

Typically a decent listener but unable to listen
consistently; some prospects interpret as lack
of sincere interest
Listens actively until prospects begin to signal
interest to buy
Understands how important it is to actively
listen but finds their mind wandering at the
sales meetings

Needs to be held accountable to be able to be
disciplined and actively listen to prospects
Frequently tunes out prospects making them
feel cautious and less willing to share
Believes their presentation is so convincing
that it will win over most prospects

Only listens when perceives it important;
unintentionally keeps the conversation on topic
Does not listen well; is focused on what will
say next
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Karolina R

Ewa P

Anna P

Daniel P

Team Competence Summary / Critical Thinking

10%

39%

76%

99%
Enjoys solving prospects' challenges and
problems using existing knowledge while
analyzing the problem from many perspectives
Is too eager to come up with solutions to
prospects' challlenges; prospects may not yet
understand the true problem

Likes the process of coming up with solutions
to problems; sees them as sales opportunites
Fairly comfortable to engage in problem
solving but relies on past solutions used with
other prospects
Prospects unique problems may create
challenges as the previously used solutions
are not effective

Develops solutions to most common types of
challenges but often forgets to include
prospects in the process
Begins the process of coming up with creative
and effective solutions but may get stuck with
the unusual ones
Uses past successes in helping prospects with
solutions but lacks the confidence to be
consistent

When really needs the sale, makes the effort
and spends the time to try to understand and
solve the problem
Often begins to doubt the effectiveness of their
solution creating doubt in the minds of
prospects
Believes that product/service will take of
prospects' needs; there is no need to
overanalyze the situation

Forces prospects to create solutions to their
problems making them believe in the
product/service
Unless the answer to the problem is clear,
typically fails to try to come up with a solution
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Karolina R

Anna P, Ewa P

Daniel P

Team Competence Summary / Initiative

10%

39%

76%

99%
Strong drive to achieve higher and higher
levels of success depending only on their own
initiative and will
May appear overly focused on achieving own
goals instead of trying to help prospects

Is eagerly looking for new sales opportunities
to begin; sometimes so much that proceeds
too soon
Strives to achieve higher levels of performance
but tends to plateau when achieves
intermediate goals
Unintentionally expresses frustration if
prospects' hesitation breaks trust and rapport

Wants to achieve high level of performance but
conflicting priorities derail consistent focus
Initially motivated to work independently
toward goals; motivation dissipates if results
are not immediate
While they want to succeed, setbacks
discourage and retreat them to their comfort
zone

Needs to be reminded of the goals frequently
and how to practice self-discipline to achieve
them
Remains in the comfort zone not wanting to
reach higher levels of performance and/or
accepting things as they are now
At times feels like a victim of circumstances
with no power to improve their situation; uses
this as an excuse

Their laissez-faire approach creates a safe
environment for prospects to communicate
openly
Needs frequent push to take action and waits
to be told what to do
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Daniel P

Ewa P

Karolina R, Anna P

Team Competence Summary / Presenting

10%

39%

76%

99%
Delivers effective and engaging presentations
that include dramatic presentation techniques
Is so polished and prepared that may make
some prospects somewhat guarded

Presentations are usually tailored to the
prospects' unique challenges creating
compelling reasons to move forward
Often maintains prospects attention and
moves presentations forward to decisions
Occasionally fails to include some of the
prospects' key issues creating obstacles to
move the sales process forward

Makes an earnest effort to be present and
focused and adjust the presentation to the
audience
May be so focused on delivering an effective
presentation that forgets to move the sales
process ahead
Forgets to ask for a decision because is so
caught up in delivering the presentation; or
asks for it too soon

Needs guidance in preparing and delivering
effective presentations; if does not prepare
diligently, it may show up in lack of confidence
Gets distracted leaving some prospects unsure
of what happens next; fails to have a call to
action about the next step
Is prone to deliver the same presentation every
time; prospects detect the lack of preparation

Makes prospects get involved as they lose
interest in the presentation
Quickly loses prospects' attention failing to
keep on point, call to action or makes hasty
presentations
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Anna P

Ewa P

Daniel P

Karolina R

Team Competence Summary / Time Management

10%

39%

76%

99%
Always manages time effectively and focuses
on the most important activities to achieve
goals
May become compulsive about not wasting
time and gets impatient with some prospects

Prioritizes and executes activities that will
move sales processes forward and/or create
new sales opportunities
Has a clear sense how long different tasks
take and most of the time efficiently moves
from one sales activity to the next
Is so motivated not to waste time that
occasionally appears to be pushy

Schedules activities and aims to stick to the
plan but is able to rationalize when unable to
do so
Manages time fairly well but sometimes
pushes back mundane activities creating
unnecessary distractions to overall productivity
Has difficulty accurately estimating how long
different activities take; ends up having to rush
some tasks

Tends to procrastinate and needs direction in
utilizing time more effectively in the form of
frequent reminders
Uses intuition instead of a calendar to manage
time focusing on activities that feel right at the
moment
Gets easily distracted by more pleasant and
interesting activities

Believes structured schedules are too rigid and
restrictive; is able to and likes to improvise
Does not schedule activities and is frivolous
with time forgetting it is a scarce resource
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Daniel P

Ewa P

Karolina R

Anna P

Team Competence Summary / Dealing with Failure

10%

39%

76%

99%
Views setbacks as normal and temporary and
always finds ways to learn from them
Is so willing to take risks in order to win that
underestimates the potential consequences

Does not delve in failures and lets them go
focusing instead on what to do differently the
next time
Consistently demonstrates resiliency and
persistence in dealing with setbacks and
failures
Larger deals may slow them down as they
may get nervous or timid because of the
possibility of a more public failure

When necessary, takes calculated risks and is
willing to accept that losing is a part of selling
Occasionally feels defeated when experience
disappointments but usually gets over them
gradually
Often chooses safer and more conventional
options rather than taking courageous actions

Looks for, and needs, support and
encouragement, especially with more
significant sales opportunities
Overestimates the significance of setbacks
and focuses on their negative impact; fails to
learn from them
Avoids or procrastinates with higher stake
opportunities because of the fear of failure

Is predictable because avoids risky activities
that could result in failing
Takes failures emotionally and needs a lot of
time to recover instead of focusing on the next
opportunity
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Ewa P

Anna P

Daniel P

Karolina R

Team Competence Summary / Determined Competitiveness

10%

39%

76%

99%
Is relentless in the pursuit of wins and
successes and to beat the competition
Often sees everything as a competition and
their behavior may harm relationships with
others

Keeps a keen eye on the competition and
prospects and looks for opportunities to gain a
competitive advantage
Takes credit for own achievements and is not
afraid to get out of own comfort zone to
succeed
Their competitive traits may cause them to try
to "beat" prospects and customers and gain
clients at any cost

Is aware of competitors' efforts and tries to
anticipate their next moves but sometimes fails
to act
Likes to compete but lack of consistency
hinders their level of success
Believes that the efforts required to contend at
the top level are too much and chooses to
disengage

With an ongoing encouragement is able to
muster the energy to compete at a moderate
level
Occasionally finds motivation and strives for
success but setbacks deflate them quickly
Frequently exaggerates the effort needed to
close deals and gives up before starting

Is easy going and is content with the present
level of performance; does not pressure
prospects
Has no need to win every time and does not
perceive the rewards of closing every prospect
worth the sacrifices
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Ewa P

Anna P

Daniel P

Karolina R

Team Competence Summary / Money Concept

10%

39%

76%

99%
Is very comfortable discussing money and
price with prospects; does not discount the
price because believes in the value of their
product/service
Some prospects may find their level of comfort
talking about money and price too assertive or
arrogant

Perceives money as an abundant resource
and views it unemotionally; is usually very
calm and confident when talking about price
Always searches for ways to sell at the best
price and eagerly looks for new sales
opportunities
Is usually composed, staying firm with the
price but larger opportunities may make them
hesitant and apprehensive

Equates their current level of performance with
their self-worth causing fluctuations in their
success
Has periods of aspiration to sell at better
margins but is tempted to discount with more
assertive prospects
May feel guilty earning large commissions
because may perceive their efforts and
compensation are not fair when compared to
other people
When reminded of the real value they offer to
their clients, is on occasion able to maintain
the price
Prospects notice their timid demeanor when
conversation turns to price and they assume
control of the meetings
Has empathy for prospects' objections about
the price and does not have the conviction
their product/service is fairly priced

Discussions about the price do not create
pressure for prospects
Feels uneasy talking about prospects' budgets
and money and is willing to discount even
when not asked in order to get a sale
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Daniel P, Anna P

Karolina R, Ewa P

Team Competence Summary / Emotional Detachment

10%

39%

76%

99%
Does not get emotional at any stage of the
sales process even when prospects make
unreasonable demands
Prospects may interpret their aloofness for
being uncaring

Does not feel pressure to a close a specific
sale; keeps emotions under control at sales
meetings
Is able to verify prospects' real intentions by
asking effective questions; does not accept
vague statements at face value
May disqualify some prospects too early by
being skeptical about their level of true interest

Usually remains objective but overly
enthusiastic prospects can sway them to
become too optimistic and emotional
Typically maintains awareness of own
emotional involvement but occasionally makes
too positive assumptions
During less successful periods becomes more
emotional clouding their decisions and
perception of reality

When receives regular encouragement, is able
to step back, be rational and keep emotions
under control
Accepts positive but noncommittal statements
by prospects without a clear agreement of
what happens next
Allows past failures to negatively impact their
present behavior and generate negative self-
talk lowering their level of performance

Appears sincere and genuine as clearly has
emotions making it easier for prospects to trust
and like them
Gets emotionally involved and feels the
pressure to make a sale; is not able to assess
the reality of the situation
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